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Littlite introduces the White Finish Light for Medical Carts
Hamburg, MI
Littlite is proud to introduce our new streamlined white finish series task lights! Littlite’s top
models are now available in white finish. The popular medical cart models, the Anser series
and lampsets are all available in white. Littlite works with small and large OEM’s and has the
flexibility to develop custom lights in a range of quantities. Now with the white finish Littlite
is developing custom lights that compliment new medical cart designs.
Nurses spend about 35% of their time doing documentation on the computer, on medical
carts and at nurse’s stations. Littlite’s offer the flexibility and adjustability nurses need to
direct the light right where they need it, regardless of their height or arm length. Littlite’s
LED series only draws 150 mA which is a very low draw on the battery. Supplemental task
lighting reduces eye strain, which can help a 12 hour shift go a little easier.
Littlite got its start in the music entertainment industry manufacturing console light’s. Over
the years Littlite has expanded into public safety, military, industrial and medical
applications. For 37 years Littlites have been manufactured in the U.S and painted the
classic Littlite black. Littlite emerged into the medical cart industry and recognized the fit to
develop the white finish light.
The white finish is one way the collection of durable lights can be customized. The
gooseneck lights are available from 6”, 12”, 18” or 24” inches. The white finish light can be
built using an assortment of white, blue, red and UV LED options. The LED series has a cool
operating temperature, is UL approved and lasts 60,000 hours. Littlite’s have a variety of
mounting options, from brackets from clips to magnetic bases, and also permanent mounts.
Every light is built with superior quality and a limited lifetime warranty, ideal for the
demands of a medication or computer cart. Discover more at www.littlite.com .
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Littlite gooseneck task lights have been the work light of choice by entertainers and touring professionals for over 30 years.
Compact, durable and flexible, Littlite products are also used in many other industries including public safety vehicles, military
vehicles, medical applications and custom/contract furniture. Designed and manufactured in the US, Littlite continues to develop
new lighting solutions utilizing energy-efficient LED components and solid state, switch-mode power supplies.

